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MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND FOUNDATIONS

Universal Indestru tibility is Consistent
with Two Strongly Compa t Cardinals
by
Arthur W. APTER

Presented by Czesªaw BESSAGA
We show that universal indestru tibility for both strong ompa tness and
super ompa tness is onsistent with the existen e of two strongly ompa t ardinals. This
is in ontrast to the fa t that if κ is super ompa t and universal indestru tibility for either
strong ompa tness or super ompa tness holds, then no ardinal λ > κ is measurable.

Summary.

In [2℄, the

on epts of universal indestru tibility for both strong

om-

pa tness and super ompa tness were introdu ed. Spe i ally, we say that

V for ZFC
V -super ompa t and partially super ompa t (in luding measurable)
ardinal δ has its degree of super ompa tness fully Laver indestru tible [7℄
under δ -dire ted losed for ing. Analogously, universal indestru tibility for
strong ompa tness holds in a model V for ZFC if every V -strongly ompa t and partially strongly ompa t (in luding measurable) ardinal δ has
its degree of strong ompa tness fully indestru tible under δ -dire ted losed
universal indestru tibility for super ompa tness holds in a model

if every

for ing. Readers are urged to

onsult [2℄ for further details.

One of the key results of [2℄ is Theorem 10, whi h states that if there are
two super ompa t

ardinals, then universal indestru tibility fails for partial

super ompa tness (and, as

an be inferred from its proof, for partial strong

ompa tness as well). In parti ular, if

κ

is

λ+

super ompa t where

λ>κ

is measurable, then universal indestru tibility fails for both partial superompa tness and partial strong

ompa tness. This is be ause under these
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ase that there are unboundedly many in κ
δ < κ whose measurability an be destroyed by adding a Cohen
of δ . The proof, however, is heavily dependent on the fa t that super-

ir umstan es, it must be the
ardinals
subset

ompa tness embeddings are into highly
ompa t

losed inner models. Sin e strongly

ardinals do not ne essarily possess su h embeddings, this leads to

the following

Question.

Is universal indestru tibility for either strong

super ompa tness
ompa t

ompa tness or

onsistent with the existen e of more than one strongly

ardinal?

The purpose of this note is to show that the answer to the above Question
is yes. Spe i ally, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose

V 

ZFC

+

GCH

+

There is a high-jump

ardi-

nal. There is then a model of ZFC ontaining two strongly ompa t ardinals
in whi h universal indestru tibility for super ompa tness holds. In addition ,
there is a model of ZFC

ontaining two strongly

universal indestru tibility for strong

ompa t

ardinals in whi h

ompa tness holds.

We note that the assumption of GCH is made for

onvenien e and ease of

presentation. At the end of this note, we will indi ate how to prove Theorem 1
under arbitrary

ir umstan es.

ardinal κ is a high-jump ardinal if there is
j : V → M having riti al point κ su h that for
θ
some θ we have M ⊆ M and j(f )(κ) < θ for every fun tion f : κ → κ. As
Lemma 2 of [2℄ indi ates, if κ is almost huge, then κ is the κth high-jump
ardinal. Further, Lemma 3 of [2℄ tells us that if κ is a high-jump ardinal,
then Vκ  ZFC + There is a proper lass of super ompa t ardinals. Thus,
We re all from [2℄ that the

an elementary embedding

in terms of

onsisten y strength, the property of being a high-jump

ardinal

lies stri tly in between super ompa tness and almost hugeness.
To prove Theorem 1, we

ombine the methods of [2℄ with the te hniques

of [1℄. We begin, however, with the following lemma, whi h shows that the
LévySolovay results [8℄ of preservation of large
small for ing are true for high-jump

ardinal properties under

ardinals.

V  ZFC + κ is a high-jump ardinal + P is a
P
that |P| < κ. Then V   κ is a high-jump ardinal.

Lemma 0.1. Suppose

partial ordering su h
Proof. Let

j:V →M

and

θ witness that in V , κ is a high-jump

ardinal.

By standard arguments (see, e.g., the proof of the Main Theorem of [6℄),
sin e
with
have
in

|P| < κ, in V P , j lifts to j ∗ : V P → M j(P) . Also, M j(P) remains θ losed
P
respe t to V . Thus, the proof of Lemma 0.1 will be omplete on e we
∗
shown that j and θ ontinue to witness that κ is a high-jump ardinal

V P.
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f˙ be su h that p “f˙ : κ → κ is a fun tion.
Dene in V a fun tion g : κ → κ by g(α) = sup({β < κ | For some q
extending p, q
“f˙(α) = β  }). Sin e |P| < κ and κ is regular, g is well
dened. It is then the ase that p
“For every α < κ, f˙(α) ≤ g(α), from
j(P)  “j ∗ (f )(κ) ≤ j ∗ (g)(κ) =
whi h it an be immediately inferred that M
j(g)(κ) < θ. This ompletes the proof of Lemma 0.1.
p∈P

To do this, let

and

Given Lemma 0.1, it now be omes possible to prove Theorem 1. Suppose

V  ZFC + GCH + κ is a high-jump ardinal. By our earlier remarks,
λ be the least ardinal su h that Vκ  ZFC + λ is super ompa t.
Working in

Vκ ,
λ.

with respe t to
ZFC

+λ

+ λ's

strong

Sin e

P

let

P

be the partial ordering of Theorem 1 of [1℄, dened

Vκ  GCH,

Sin e

is both the least strongly

high-jump

the arguments of [1℄ show that
ompa t and least measurable

ompa tness is indestru tible under

λ

λ-dire

ted

VκP 

ardinal

losed for ing.

|P| = λ < κ, standard arguments show that
P. Further, by Lemma 0.1, V P  “κ is a

may be dened so that

GCH holds at

let

after for ing with

ardinal.

Working now in

V P,

let

Q

be the partial ordering of either Theorem 5

or Theorem 6 of [2℄, with the rst non-trivial stage of for ing taking pla e
at or above the least

V P -weakly

the stage at whi h the
least weakly

ompa t

VδP∗Q̇

+



ZFC

Q

onstru tion of

γ

ardinal above

ardinal

σ

above

λ.

terminates, and let

in

V P∗Q̇ .

γ < κ be
δ < κ be the
Let

By the arguments of [2℄,

Universal indestru tibility for super ompa tness holds for

every measurable

ardinal above

Sin e the denition of

Q

λ+γ

is the least super ompa t

ardinal.

Q is σ -dire ted losed in
λ < σ < γ < δ < κ that VδP∗Q̇ 

from [2℄ ensures that

VδP , we may infer using
GCH holds at λ + λ is both the least strongly ompa t and least measurable ardinal + λ's strong ompa tness is indestru tible under λ-dire ted
P∗Q̇
 “2λ = λ+ + λ is the least measurlosed for ing. However, sin e Vδ
P∗Q̇
able ardinal, we may immediately infer that Vδ
 “λ is not 2λ = λ+
super ompa t. Thus, sin e λ is an indestru tible strongly ompa t ardinal
P∗Q̇
P∗Q̇
in Vδ
, Vδ
 “λ's degree of super ompa tness (namely measurability)
both

VP

ompa t

and

is indestru tible. Hen e,

VδP∗Q̇

is a model of ZFC in whi h universal inde-

stru tibility for super ompa tness holds and there are two strongly
ardinals (namely

λ and γ ). Finally, if we

tibility for strong

λ

+

γ

VδP∗Q̇  “ZFC

the denition of

Q

+ Universal indestru -

ompa tness holds for every measurable

is the least strongly

ompa t

ensures that

Q

is

Q to be the
λ, σ , γ , and δ as

hange the denition of

partial ordering of Theorem 7 of [2℄ but keep the meanings of
before, then by the arguments of [2℄,

ompa t

ardinal above

σ -dire

ted

λ.

ardinal above

Sin e on e again

losed in both

VP

and

VδP ,
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VδP∗Q̇  “λ

is an indestru tible strongly

ompa t

ardinal. Consequently,

VδP∗Q̇ is a model of ZFC in whi h universal indestru tibility for strong
pa tness holds and there are two strongly
and

γ ).

This

ompa t

om-

ardinals (namely

λ

ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.

As was mentioned earlier, it is possible to prove Theorem 1 without the
additional assumption of GCH. To see how this is done, note that the for ing

P given

above is a Gitik style iteration of Prikry-like for ings as des ribed in

[4℄ and [5℄. Su h iterations are possible regardless of any GCH assumptions
in the ground model. We therefore must show that the arguments given in
Theorem 1 of [1℄, whi h were presented using GCH, are possible when GCH
does not ne essarily hold.
That this

an be a

omplished is found by a

lose examination of the

reasoning done in [1℄. Theorem 1 of [1℄ is proven via Lemmas 1 and 2 of
that paper, and the proof of Lemma 1 does not require GCH. As

an be

veried by examining its proof, any use of GCH in Lemma 2 of [1℄ may be
repla ed by

hoosing initially a large enough singular strong limit

of su iently high

ardinal

onality satisfying GCH, whi h is possible by Solovay's

theorem of [9℄. Thus, if we for e with the partial ordering

P

of Theorem 1

over a model in whi h GCH is not ne essarily true, we are still able to verify
that the

ardinal

λ

of Theorem 1 is indestru tibly strongly

ompa t and

P
the least measurable ardinal in Vκ . If we then for e GCH at λ (if it does
+
not already hold) by adding a Cohen subset of λ , λ remains indestru tibly
strongly

ompa t and the least measurable

ardinal. The remainder of the

proof of Theorem 1 then goes through as before.
Let us note that the partial ordering

P for Theorem 1 does not

versal indestru tibility for Ramseyness and weak

partial orderings of Theorems 6 and 7 of [2℄. Thus, we
indestru tibility for Ramseyness and weak

an ask if universal

ompa tness, together with uni-

versal indestru tibility for either super ompa tness or strong
is

for e uni-

1

ompa tness ( ), as do the

onsistent with the existen e of two or more strongly

ompa tness,

ompa t

ardinals.

We remark that sin e the for ing of Theorem 1 of [1℄ adds bona de
Prikry sequen es, by Theorem 11.1(1) of [3℄, this for ing adds non-ree ting
stationary sets of ordinals of
su

onality

ω.

By Theorem 4.8 of [10℄ and the

eeding remarks, su h a set of ordinals

ompa t

ardinal. Thus, the for ing

P

annot exist above a strongly

of Theorem 1 of this paper

annot be

iterated in order to obtain a version of Theorem 1 in whi h there are more

(1 ) Universal indestru tibility for Ramseyness holds in a model V for ZFC if every V Ramsey ardinal δ has its Ramseyness fully indestru tible under δ -dire ted losed for ing.
Similarly, universal indestru tibility for weak ompa tness holds in a model V for ZFC if
every V -weakly ompa t ardinal δ has its weak ompa tness fully indestru tible under
δ -dire ted losed for ing.

Universal Indestru tibility
than two strongly

ompa t

do not allow for the
for either strong
one strongly

ardinals. Sin e the methods of [2℄ by themselves

onstru tion of a model for universal indestru tibility

ompa tness or super ompa tness

ompa t
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ardinal, we

ontaining more than

on lude by asking if it is possible to

have models for universal indestru tibility for either strong
super ompa tness

ontaining more than two strongly

ompa tness or

ompa t

ardinals.
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